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Abstract
One month ago the author, in a document entitled Entropy of Linhart_a
nonsense_PREAMBLE, raised some doubts about the ideas of G. A. Linhart.
The Entropy concept is fundamental for Thermodynamics”.
There are physical and mathematical interpretations.
According to J. Starikov, G. Farkas and N. Schiller had better ideas than Caratheodory about
the second principle of thermodynamics and ENTROPY.
Moreover, again according to J. Starikov, the ACTUAL PHYSICAL SENSE (of the W.
Boltzmann formula in) S = k ln (W) under the logarithm sign... finally have been clarified by Dr.
Georg(e) Augustus Linhart.
Here Fausto Galetto proves the nonsense related to the entropy formula of G. A. Linhart.
1. Introduction
J. Starikov is certainly a good and well informed scientist (in my opinion). He deserves to be
followed.
He has vast learning on Thermodynamics subjects; he thinks (in my opinion) that physical
meaning is more important than Mathematics… in Physics.
After the presentation of my paper “The Mathematics of Thermodynamics”, based on ideas of B.
Finzi [one of the professors at Milan Politecnico] to be found in a paper published in the
“Periodico di Matematiche, serie IV, vol. XIV, 1935”, related to a Caratheodory publication in
Mat. Ann., 67, 355, 1909, Berl. Ber. 39, 1935, I got an e-mail from J. Starikov who informed
me that Gyula Farkas and Nikolaj Schiller were in better position than Caratheodory about the
second principle of thermodynamics.
After that, I wrote the “Addendum to Mathematics of Thermodynamics”, where I compared the
ideas of the three authors, hoping that the truth could be settled. I also provided the “true”
(according to me) meaning of Entropy.
A new message from to J. Starikov stated the ACTUAL PHYSICAL SENSE of the W
(Boltzmann formula) in S = k ln (W) under the logarithm sign... finally have been clarified by Dr.
Georg(e) Augustus Linhart.
One month ago Fausto Galetto, in a document entitled Entropy of Linhart_a
nonsense_PREAMBLE, raised some doubts about the ideas of G. A. Linhart; here the readers
can find the “preamble” with excerpts taken from the paper George Augustus Linhart – as a
“widely unknown” thermodynamicist, by E. B. Starikov.
The Entropy of Linhart is
Excerpt 1. Taken from a paper
It is derived from
Excerpt 2. Taken from a paper
where verbatim “G stands for the mass of the growing body at time t, … with Gi being the
hypothetical mass achievable by the growing body…”… whose integration provided
Excerpt 3. Taken from a paper
To prove the Linhart nonsense the author will use the ideas of [1, 2] and the
application in [3], taking into account [4].
Very interesting were some comments of one reader:
… the actual problem with all this story is by far not the mathematics - it is PHYSICS, the
genuine physics, for neither Ludwig Boltzmann together with his numerous followers, nor
Erwin Schrödinger and his numerous followers could clearly tell us, what is the ACTUAL
PHYSICAL SENSE of the W in S=kln(W) under the logarithm sign...
This could finally have been clarified by Dr. Georg(e) Augustus Linhart…...Anyway, the
actual problem with all the story is not the technical quality of the mathematical proof of
'integrable factor' - it is rather WHAT ACTUALLY WE ARE TRYING TO DESCRIBE, IF WE
EMPLOY SUCH MATHEMATICS. Omissis…
After the document entitled Entropy of Linhart_a nonsense_PREAMBLE, I got …
Dear … many sincere thanks for your very nice strive for clarifying the 'nonsense' of George
A. Linhart! You are but not the pioneer in the field chosen, I am sorry... The true pioneers
are: 1. Prof. Dr. Richard Chace Tolman (1881 - 1948) 2. Prof. Dr. Linus Carl Pauling (1901 -
1994). The both colleagues are truly renowned, they have already done the work you are
willing to redo …Omissis…
and later…
OK, interesting - this will mean that Boltzmann-Planck formula is nonsense. Truly interesting!
and again…
...My actual suggestion would be - just save your time. It is possible to deny everything
mathematically (by finding some errors in the proof or by coming up with different initial or
sideway conditions. This is but has nothing to do with theoretical physics, for meanwhile
NOBODY has doubts as for the Boltzmann's formula PHYSICAL correctness and its seminal
PHYSICS contributions. This same holds for the inferences by Gibbs, which Linhart was just
developing along the Gibbs lines of thoughts. All of them are not DEITIES - all of them are
active, talented research workers. …Omissis…
What should Fausto Galetto have to do as Engineer and Mathematician, fond of Scientific
Method?
Going on and writing his own ideas!
2. The ideas of Starikov (George Augustus Linhart – as a “widely unknown”
thermodynamicist)
The bright ideas of Georg(e) A. Linhart
Although several formulations of the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics (2LT) different from each
other are known, there still remains some kind of interpretational reticence. Specifically,
everybody knows, on the one hand, that the 2LT law forbids the perpetuum mobile and this is
empirically correct. On the other hand, the 2LT ought to predict that virtually everything in the
Universe is perpetually running down, which is in apparent contradiction with a lot of well-
known and observable natural phenomena characterized by not only disorganization and
decay, but also self-organization and growth. Still, we know of a wealth of natural and
technical processes, which are inherently irreversible, like the famous Humpty-Dumpty who
“sat on a wall” and then “had a great fall”. So, how could it be possible to bring all these facts
under one and the same roof?
Let us take a closer look at the essence of 2LT. First of all, we immediately see that the
classical thermodynamics, which is the origin of this law, is applicable to equilibrium states
only, where all the parameters of the system under study stop any changing. Any process in
the classical thermodynamics must undergo a sequence of equilibrium states. The time
during which such processes last is of no interest at all: they might take either five seconds
or five hundred years to proceed, the main point is that everything happens in or in the
nearest proximity to thermodynamic equilibrium. The 2LT states that such processes may
sometimes be irreversible, so that there is absolutely no way for any spontaneous return to
the initial state starting from the final one. The quantitative measure of processes reversibility
is entropy: in isolated systems (isolated = no energy and/or matter exchange with
surrounding) the latter either remains the same (reversibility) or increases (irreversibility).
Excerpt 4. Taken from the paper G. A. Linhart – as a “widely unknown” thermodynamicist
Omissis…..
G. A. Linhart was considering general non-cyclic processes unidirectional in time and starts
out with two ideas: progress and hindrance, which should underlie any process under study.
What is the essence of these both?
G. A. Linhart answered: “By progress is meant any unidirectional phenomenon in nature,
such as the growth of a plant or an animal, and by hindrance – the contesting and ultimate
limitation of every step of the progress. In other words, progress is organized effort in a
unidirectional motion, and hindrance is not so much the rendering of energy unavailable for
that motion, as it is the disorganization of the effort to move; it acts as a sort of stumbling
block in every walk of life. It is this property of matter which the writer wishes to measure
quantitatively in relation to time, and which he designates as chronodynamic entropy.”
Hence, for us, the modern readers, G. A. Linhart insisted on the dialectical viewing of any
physical process, with its initial and final stages being in general different from each other.
Indeed, there always ought to be some driving force due to the transition of energy from one
state to another, according to the 1st Law of Thermodynamics (1LT), which ensures and
entails the progress. On the other hand, nothing all over the world would happen without the
omnipresent hindrance, whose name is entropy, which is but nothing else than the genuine
2LT statement. The true dialectics of these both lies not only in the “universal competition
between energy and entropy” [..,..], but also in their mutual compensation. Without
intervention of the entropic hindrance no process would ever reach its final state, because
the progress would then last forever.
Excerpt 5. Taken from the paper G. A. Linhart – as a “widely unknown” thermodynamicist
Omissis…..
In accordance with all the above, G. A. Linhart’s mathematical proposal is seemingly
very simple: let us take the conventional definition of thermodynamic entropy, q/T,
where q stands for the energy/heat spent during the process, T denotes the
temperature, and substitute the temperature by the time in this ratio. This is why, the
result of such a substitution was dubbed by G. A. Linhart “chronodynamic entropy”,
instead of the initial “thermodynamic entropy”.
Excerpt 6. Taken from the paper G. A. Linhart – as a “widely unknown” thermodynamicist
With this substitution E. B. Starikov writes the differential equation given in excerpt 2, related to
a growing body of mass G(t) and a final mass Gi (at time t=); integrating it, the Linhart
“Chronodynamic Entropy” given in excerpt 1.
It is this formula that I considered (and still consider) a NONSENSE.
But, before proving the nonsense it is important to see the following section providing directly
some concepts from Linhart, related to the “thermodynamic entropy”.
3. The ideas of Linhart (The Relation Between Entropy and Probability. The
Integration of the Entropy Equation)
Here we see directly some concepts from Linhart, related to the “thermodynamic entropy”.
The Entropy S is related to the specific heat C, via the following differential equation
   
   
=    
    −  
   
 
where C is the specific heat at infinite values of S, and C is a function of S.
From the Linhart article we find that, verbatim, “C denotes the average atomic heat at any
temperature T” and “C equals 3R=5.966 cal”, with K a constant.
[C=2*(3/2)R=2*12.5J/(mol*K)=25 J/(mol*K)=(25/4186)*1000 cal/(g*K); transformation…;
K=kelvins]
We know that specific heat varies with temperature. If, however, temperature intervals are not
too great, the temperature variation can be ignored and c can be treated as a constant.
It is a well-known fact that the atomic heat, of all substances, CV [at constant volume] and Cp [at
constant pression] tends to zero as T tends to zero; near T=0 the specific heat cV decreases
with the temperature and known physical fact is that the specific heat cV at T=0 is 0, so that the
Nernst Principle applies: S=0 at T=0
  =  
  ∗  
Θ
 
 
=  
  ∗  
dΘ
dΘ
Θ
 
 
=      
dΘ
Θ
 
 
Since      
   
 
 
is proportional to the expansion coefficient  and 0 as T0, the entropy S(T)0
as T0. [Nernst Principle]
From this we can derive the Linhart ideas, not the specific formula dC/dS. He writes:
The rate of increase of the specific heat with the entropy of a given element or
compound depends upon the probability of the randomness of the individual particles.
At the absolute zero, or at the point of zero kinetic energy we are quite certain that
each particle will remain in a fixed position. The probability, therefore, will be unity. At
relatively high temperatures the probability of that state prevailing is very nearly zero.
Now, the mathematical expression of the above statements may be assumed to be
proportional [underlinement is due to Galetto] to the term,          
   
  which at the absolute
zero is unity and at relatively high temperatures approaches zero, or,
(1)
[The specific heats of all solid substances decrease with the temperature and approach zero as the
absolute temperature approaches zero. This experimental fact led to the assumption that at the absolute
zero of temperature the specific heat of all substances is actually zero. Following this announcement many
attempts were made, notably by Einstein, (Aitw Physik, [4] 22, 180 (1907)), Nernst and Lindemsnn, (Sitzt.
Akad. Wiss.fBerZin., 494, 1911), Debye, (Ann. Physik, [4] 39,789 (1912)), and by Planck, “Theorie der
Warmestrahlung,” to express the specific heat as a simple function of the absolute temperature. but with
no success.]
Assuming that when C is zero S is also zero, Equation 1 on integration gives,
(2)
The value of K may be readily obtained by substituting in Equation 1 CdT/T for its equal
dS and integrating. Thus,
(3)
Whence,
(4)
In the straight line equation (4) K is the slope, and logk is the intercept the ordinate. This
equation may of course be written in the simpler form,
(5)
Equation 4 or 5 reproduces the experimental data, within the probable error, for the specific
heats of all substances thus far obtained by thermoelectric methods.
Excerpt 7. Taken from the paper The Relation Between Entropy and Probability. The Integration of the
Entropy Equation
NOTICE the complete similarity of the following two formulae
for “chronodynamic entropy”
(3)
for “thermodynamic entropy”
NOTICE that they are the same type of equation for a Random Variable X (related to the
process) whose probability distribution is F(x) [with either F(x)=C/C or F(x)=G/Gi …]
  (   ) =   [1 −   (   )]  (  )
 
We call “Growth Process” such a process. We will see that it is related to a model described in
the paper [3] Galetto, F., 2012, QUALITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES, International
Journal of Advanced Quality, Vol. 40, No. 1.
4. The Reliability model of “Growth-Diffusion Processes”(Quality
in Higher Education Courses)
We give here a very brief abstract of ideas on reliability.
Let X be the random variable “Time to failure” of an item, and 0
__
x, the mission interval, whose
duration is x. Notice that we use x instead of the usual t (and X instead of the usual T) [1. 2]
The reliability R(x) is the probability that no failure happens in the mission, f(x) being the pdf,
  (  ) =   [  >   ] = 1 −   (  ) = ∫   (  )      , and the mean of the r.v. is the Mean Time To Failure
        =   [  ] = ∫     (  )      = ∫   (  )      .
The failure rate, as any good student knows, is neither a (conditional) probability density nor a
(conditional) probability; it is ℎ(  ) =   (  )/  (  ), from which one easily derives   (  ) =
        −∫ ℎ(  )        =       [−   (  )], where H(x) is the cumulative failure rate. It is easily seen that
the knowledge of the failure rate h(x) is enough to obtain any reliability characteristic [R(x),
MTTF, MTTF(x), F(x), f(x)].
We deal here with the Bass model, using the Reliability Theory. Bass model is used, in
Engineering, to model the diffusion of innovation. In this case X is the random variable “Time to
purchase” of a product, and 0
__
x, the time interval (whose duration is x), in which we want to
make forecasting. F(x) is the probability that a product is purchased before time x, while R(x) is
the probability that no purchase happens in the interval 0
__
x; f(x) is the pdf of the random
variable “Time to purchase”; the formula that, according to Bass and his followers, provides
"The probability of adopting by those who have not yet adopted is a linear function of those who
had previously adopted." is, given as ℎ(  ) =   (   )[      (   )] =   +     (  ), which proves that all those
bad divulgers do not know Probability Theory: as a matter of fact, h(x) dimensions are
number/time [as for f(x), probability density function] and therefore h(x) is not a number, as a
probability MUST be [0h(x)1]; h(x) is not a probability density function because 

0
)( dxxh
Therefore all the people, all over the world, that claim that “h(x) is a probability …”, make a
wrong statement. Are they “scientific” people????
How many thousands are they, Bass included?
As a consequence, the parameters p and q in the Bass formulation of the model are NOT
probabilities: they are not numbers, BUT numbers/time. h(x), p and q are “adoption rates”,
“purchasing rates”, NOT probabilities!!!! So they, h(x), p and q, can take any positive value, from
0 up to , with dimension “time-1”: e.g. 100000 adoptions/century!!! [which obviously is < 1 if one
use hours as time unit of measurement! BUT, nevertheless, h(x), p and q are not a
probabilities].
Now using the hypothesis of professor F. Bass, one gets the non-linear differential equation
  (  ) = [  +     (  )][1 −   (  )], and using R(t), the probability that no purchase happens in the
interval 0
__
x, one gets the non-linear integral equation   (  ) =       [−(  +   )  ]          ∫   (  )        ,
from which one computes the Mean Time To Purchase qhhqpqpMTTP /)]0(/)(ln[/]/)ln[(  .
When q=0 we have the Malthus (exponential growth) model, while when p=0 we have the
Verhulst (logistic growth) model.
In the paper [3] F. Galetto extended the Growth-Diffusion model with the integral formula
  (   ) =         −     (   )     
 
              (   )   (   )     
 
 
where (y) and (y) are any positive functions [rates] of time y.
In the next section we see that this last model suits the Linahrt ideas.
5. Reliability and Linhart Entropy
We now see the relationship between the Linhart formula of Entropy and the Reliability Theory
of Growth-Diffusion processes.
We start with the equation of a Random Variable X (related to the Growth-Diffusion processes)
whose probability distribution is F(x)
  (   ) =   [1 −   (   )]   (   )
 
and the integral equation of the model described in the paper [3] Galetto, F., 2012, QUALITY
IN HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES, International Journal of Advanced Quality, Vol. 40,
No. 1.,
  (   ) =         −     (   )     
 
              (   )   (   )     
 
 
Let’s assume that the rate functions (y)=(y); then the integral equation becomes
  (   ) =         −     (   )[1 −   (   )]     
 
 
The Growth-Diffusion rate of Linarth models is
  (   )
[1 −   (   )] =     (   ) 
and the integral equation is
  (   ) =         −     [1 −   (   )]
 
   
 
 
  =       [−  (   )]
whose solution is
  (   ) = 1 −      
      + 1 = 1      + 1
being  an integration constant.
R(x) is the probability that the Growth-Diffusion does not complete (that is reach its maximum
possible value M) in the interval 0---x [x can be “time”, “absolute temperature”, …].
An important concept is the conditional Growth-Diffusion probability R(x|y)=R(x)/R(y), that is the
probability that Growth-Diffusion does not complete in the interval y---x, given that did not
complete in the interval 0---y [y can be “time”, “absolute temperature”, …].
The cumulative Growth-Diffusion rate is
  (   ) = ln[ 1
  (   )]
The Entropy of Linhart is
    =       (   ) =     ln[ 1  (   )]
This formula allows us to show the nonsense …; see the following section.
6. Linhart Entropy nonsense
Here we compare the formula for Entropy S, using the classical thermodynamic theory, versus
the formula for Linhart Entropy SL.
We use the SPQR Principle in action [4]: «Semper Paratus ad Qualitatem et Rationem».
In the figure 1 you see an example of R(x) and h(x)K, in order to assess the behaviour of the
curves. The variable x is, in this case, the Absolute Temperature T.
The Growth-Diffusion rate is initially increasing and then decreasing versus the Absolute
Temperature T.
In any case the cumulative Growth-Diffusion rate is monotonically increasing with the Absolute
Temperature T.
Figure 1
Let’s consider an adiabatic free expansion of a gas, from a volume V0 to the volume 2V0, so that
the ratio of the volumes is 2.
The process is irreversible because during the sudden expansion, significant variations in
pressure occur throughout the gas. Therefore, there is no well-defined value of the pressure [or
of the temperature] for the entire system at any time between the initial and final states. In fact,
the process cannot even be represented as a path on a PV diagram (or a TV diagram). The PV
diagram for an adiabatic free expansion would show the initial and final conditions as points, but
these points would not be connected by a path, contrary to our figure, where it is supposed a
quasi-static process. Therefore, because the intermediate conditions between the initial and
final states are not equilibrium states, the process is irreversible.
Let’s see the figure 2, showing a Carnot cycle ABCD. Since Q=0, it seems that increment of
entropy must be SC-SB=0; because the process is irreversible and the temperature, during the
adiabatic expansion drops from Th to Tc and the volume after the expansion is 2V0, to compute
the increment of the entropy, we must find an equivalent reversible path of transformations
going from B to C: we choose the path BEC, made of an isothermal reversible expansion BE,
with energy entering the gas by heat from a reservoir to hold the temperature constant, the
initial temperature Th of the gas.
For the isovolumetric process, from the temperature Th to Tc; the elementary heat is   ∗   =
    +       =     , from which we derive   ∗  
 
=    
 
=    
 
    =     and then [using the ratio of
the temperatures for the adiabatic and the corresponding volumes] we get
    −     =                    =         [2       ] =       (2)
Here R is the constant of gas, not the “Reliability”
S is positive. This result indicates that the entropy of the gas increases as a result of the
irreversible, adiabatic expansion. It is easy to see that the energy has spread after the
expansion. Instead of being concentrated in a relatively small space, the molecules and the
energy associated with them are scattered over a larger region.
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Figure 2
Let’s now consider the increment of the Linhart Entropy SL. for the process B_C.
    (   ) −     (   ) =     [   (     ) −   (     )] =     ln     (     )  (     )   =     ln   1  (     )/  (     ) 
Then, because in this case M=3R,
    (   ) −     (   ) = 3    ln           + 1        + 1  
OBVIOUSLY
   
   
 
     
     
     
       
   
   
   
ONLY IF     one can have that the two types
of Entropy increments can be almost equal:
   
 
     
     
     
     
   
 
     
 
     
 
   
   
provided that CV is 3R.
When it is not so, what is the conclusion?
BUT let’s consider a different thermodynamic process: heat conduction.
We consider a rod of length L connected to two reservoirs full of water, A at Th=100 °C and B at
Tc=0 °C. The reservoir A is divided in two equal volumes with an insulating wall between them,
A1 at TA1=200 °C and A2 at TA2=0 °C.
The rod is our “thermodynamic system”. We want to compute the increment of entropy S, after
an interval t0 + 30 minutes.
At time t2 the wall is removed and the water is mixed; the temperature of A becomes Th=100 °C
at time t1.
Figure 3 Conduction of energy through a uniform insulated rod of length L
Figure 4 Conduction of energy through a uniform insulated rod of length L
The rate of energy transfer by conduction through the uniform insulated rod of length L is ruled
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by the formula
   
   
= −   
   
 
where k is the thermal conductivity of the material of the rod and
A the area of any section of the road. If c is the specific heat and r the density of the road, then
the Fourier heat conduction equation (partial differential equation) is ∇     =
 
 
   
   
with D=k/(cr).
The initial temperature is Tt=0=0 for 0xL and the boundary conditions are Tx=0=100 °C, Tx=L=0
°C for 0t.
We assume that external devices keep the temperature constant in the reservoirs A and B.
Using the Laplace transform   ∗(  ,   ) of the function T(t, x) the absolute temperature at time t
and abscissa x, one can find the solution of the heat equation as
  ∗(  ,   ) =        
 
sinh(   (  −   )  / sinh(      / 
Antitrasforming we get
  (  ,   ) =           1 −    − 2    1  
     
sin  
     
 
  exp [−
         
   
  ] 
So we see that the temperature of the conduction process is time dependent.
The process becomes stationary for t , with absolute temperature
  (∞,   ) =           1 −     
Being m the mass and c the specific heat of the road, the average energy entering the rod, from
A, in an interval t---t is   =     ∫ [        (  )]       ∆   /∆  ; the same average quantity of energy is
leaving the rod, into B, in the same interval t---t.
In stationary conditions the instantaneous increment of entropy is therefore
           
What would be the Entropy increment using the
Linhart formula ?
 
   
 
     
     
     
     
   
 
     
 
     
 
   
   
IF     …
I do not know if the formula holds …
I hope that someone tells me …
IF it is not so, what is the conclusion?
Mathematics proves the nonsense…
Using a result of “Addendum to Mathematics of Thermodynamics” [6], the entropy of the system
(made of N particles),   =                
 
   
    −
 
   
      [   
 
   
  ]
  (
 
   
)   one can find the formula
  =         [                 ] +   / 
where E is the energy involved. In the case of heat conduction E=Q and then the instantaneous
increment of entropy is therefore, again, through different ideas,
           
7. Conclusion
We find difficult to agree with the following statements
Excerpt 8. Taken from a paper
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